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Ancient aliens, royal bloodlines, suppressed technology, one-world government; these are just a
few of the many theories that have been proposed to explain the mysteries behind Sumerian
archaeological excavations.In her bestselling report, The Sumerian Controversy, Heather Lynn lifted
the veil to expose the elite power structure behind the latest discovery near the ancient city of Ur. In
this full-length follow-up book, she gives updates on the excavations, and pushes the boundaries of
the accepted narrative to expose a hidden history, and the measures some will take to keep it
secret.Land of the Watchers is a stylized first-person narrative of one archaeologist's look into
archaeological excavations funded by oligarchs and aristocracy, through interviews and
whistleblower testimony. She learns that the motivation behind research into Sumerian artifacts and
temple sites is to establish a link between the ancient kings of Mesopotamia and the ruling class of
today. This link, if found, would give the mega wealthy what has been known in history as the Divine
Right of Kings; the right to rule over the entire world's population. There is only one caveat; this
doctrine can only be enforced if a relic, known as the Tablet of Destinies, is found and its fragments
pieced together.Armed with this knowledge, Heather goes in search of what is being planned for
mankind at the hands of the super-elite, following the hidden history of the bloodlines of the
Sumerian King list from biblical days, through Classical Antiquity, and into today's high tech
geopolitical landscape.Is there an ancient genealogical link between the ruling class, wealthy global
elites, and the Sumerian kings? Is this genetic link of earthly origin? What does this mean for
mankind, and who are the Watchers?
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It pains me to write a negative review of books in this genre because of the dearth of scholarly
acceptance of extra-terrestrial intervention in early civilizations. But, this book earns its' negative
review due it's lack of ever truly being bold enough to just come out and state conclusively "yes!
aliens have been entirely responsible for creating the human species and here is the conclusive and
irrefutable evidence." The entire theme of Land of The Watchers is Heather Lynn being contacted
by people who are always spoonfeeding her with groundbreaking evidence of conspiracy and doing
a "man, I've been places and seen things - if you only knew...but, wait, that's all I can tell you!"It
really is just the same old same old being trotted out by a different author; Anunnaki this, Enki, Enlil,
Anu, that. And the "de rigueur" grand conspiracy that the royal families of Earth are descendants of
the original extra-terrestrials sent here to oversee the Adamu used to mine gold or rare petroleum
sources that imparted physical immortality if consumed. Not, that I don't believe that there are
indeed conspiracies out there beyond our wildest imagination. But, unless you dig and search to the
ends of the Earth and beyond, the information won't come easy.Personally, I believe that there has
been either extra-terrestrial or inter-dimensional advanced being contact throughout the entirety of
human existence, much of which has been carved into stone or passed down through verbal record.
Stone like diorite which would require either diamond or some sort of laser to cut so precisely and
with the absence of tool marks and the similarity of accounts by civilizations that couldn't have had
any chronological or geographical contact.

Are we being "watched" by other beings? If so, should we take this as "bad news?" Heather Lynn
takes us on a supposedly real life adventure into these and other questions. It would seem that she
was warned of taking her investigations too far. Why?If humanity is living in a "fish bowl/test zone"
and being observed by our makers, we are not supposed to know about it. We are not supposed to
know that we are being fleeced and used as cattle/slaves by another group of beings. Thus Heather

Lynn goes as far as she can to show us this without really naming names or getting too close to the
source. She brilliantly describes how a subservient, slave culture is created as "expired" by the
rulers, rather than inspired by the people. These imposed values are materialism,
commercialism,greed, usury, disregard for life, etc. These values are poured on us daily through
media. The manipulation of symbols, words, emblems, etc has a kind of hypnotic effect, as does the
constant show of violence or threat of violence. Then the symbols are "are set in stone" as Capitol
buildings (for example--ever notice how similar they are?) or churches, etc. Lynn writes, "It doesn't
take long until the people themselves have used their energy and creativity to create a reality
around them, inspired only by what was expired by those at the top. By then it is too late. Literal and
figurative walls have been built and limits have been placed on everyone's potential, like the walls of
an ancient city." Lynn goes on, "It is at this point where control is firmly established. This is when
organized religion, government, political establishments and various social hierarchies come into
being...
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